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1. What’s New? 

The following section will discuss all newly added features that are part of the new DocuNet 

3.1.2 application.  

Headline Users can now email device logs via the settings page 

Detail We have added a new option into the settings menu to allow users 
to send the device application logs straight to Vistair.  
To send the logs, ensure you have a mail account set up on the device 
and select the below option from the Settings page: 

 
Please only send the logs if we have requested them.  

 

Headline Unregister Device  

Detail Users now have the option to unregister their device and successfully 
logout from DocuNet.  
To unregister the device, select the below option from the Settings 
page within the app.  

 
Please note: This will also unregister all Vistair apps installed on the 
device. 

 

Headline Improved bookmark functionality. 

Detail We have fixed issues around users being taken to the wrong page 
after saving a bookmark.  

 

Headline Background update notifications 

Detail Issue with the app getting notified of updates when in the background 

 

Headline General bug fixes and improvements 

Detail This includes a fix to the table of contents closing when navigating the 
menu.  

 



2. iOS Requirements 
DocuNet 3.1.2 has been written for iOS 8. This means that any clients using any versions older 

than iOS 7 will need to upgrade their device to the latest version of iOS to use the application.  

Full testing has been completed on iOS 9.3 however we have also completed a regression pack 

using various other versions of iOS8 and above. 

We would highly recommend users to upgrade to the latest version of iOS to be able to use 

DocuNet 3.1.2 

 


